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a b s t r a c t 

Delay and disruption tolerant networks (DTNs) are becoming an appealing solution for extending Inter- 

net boundaries across challenged network environments. In particular, if node mobility can be predicted 

as in space sensor networks (SSNs), routing schemes can take advantage of the a-priori knowledge of a 

contact plan comprising forthcoming communication opportunities. However, the design of such a plan 

needs to consider available spacecraft resources whose utilization can be optimized by exploiting the 

expected data which is largely foreseeable in typical Earth observation missions. In this work, we pro- 

pose Traffic-Aware Contact Plan (TACP): a novel contact plan design procedure based on a Mixed Integer 

Linear Programming (MILP) formulation which exploits SSNs predictable properties in favor of delivering 

efficient and implementable contact plans for spaceborne DTNs. Finally, we analyze a low orbit SSN case 

study where TACP outperforms existing mechanisms and proves to be of significant impact on enhancing 

the delivery of sensed data from future space networks. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Today, optical and radar images of our planet are being ac-

uired continuously from orbit as they allows for a better under-

tanding and improved management of the Earth and its environ-

ent. Traditionally, a single Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite sen-

or gathers data from sites across the world, including places in-

ccessible to ground-based data acquisition, making Earth obser-

ation from space an effective means of providing coverage across

oth space and time. Indeed, an ad-hoc orbiting network of spa-

ially distributed autonomous wireless sensors (Space Sensor Net-

ork or SSN [1] ) are opening new possibilities for unprecedented

pplications by significantly extending system coverage in both di-

ensions. 

However, SSNs requires novel communication strategies in or-

er to efficiently manage and operate the system from Earth. In

eneral, transmitting commands and retrieving telemetry and data

rom each SSN node individually requires several Earth to space

inks in order to access the entire system. Even though this ap-

roach might result reasonable for small-sized SSNs, a more effi-

ient solution is devised by relying on inter-satellite links (ISLs) to

ooperatively pass sensed data through the network to the final

round destination [2] . Nonetheless, in contrast with sensor net-
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orks on Earth, links between nodes might suffer from severe dis-

uption due to orbital mechanics [3] . Since existing communication

rotocols assume a persistent connection between the origin of the

ata and its destination they either require significant adjustments

4] , or demand strict flight-formation requirements [5] , or directly

ail to perform under this challenging conditions [6] . 

To embrace this type of disruptive communications, a research

roup led by Vinton Cerf had proposed to overcome the limi-

ations of persistent end-to-end connectivity by implementing a

tore-carry-and-forward overlay network on top of existing net-

orks [7,8] . This architecture was named Delay and Disruption Tol-

rant network (DTNs) [9] and is currently being maintained and

iscussed by the DTN Working Group of the Internet Engineering

ask Force [10] and the Consultative Committee for Space Data Sys-

ems (CCSDS) [11] . Among the extensive research work on DTN,

ts architecture [12] , the Bundle Protocol [13] and Contact Graph

outing (CGR) [14] , are specifically designed to cope with networks

n space and other extreme environments. Furthermore, these ad-

ances have been successfully flight-tested in the DINET deep-

pace mission [15] validating NASA’s Interplanetary Overlay Net-

ork (ION) [16] implementation. Also, DTN supported the down-

oad of scientific data of the UK-DMC satellite from a Cisco router

n LEO orbit [17] . As a result, DTN is becoming an appealing net-

ork paradigm to support not only future SSNs but also many

ther applications with relaxed round trip times requirements [18] .

Since the mobility of SSN nodes is ruled by orbital mechan-

cs, their future position and orientation can be accurately known

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.adhoc.2016.04.007
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Table 1 

Case study time lapses and orbital parameters. 

Time interval start January-1st, 2016, 00: 00: 00 

Time interval end January-1st, 2016, 03: 30: 00 

Bstar coefficient (/ER) 0 

Inclination (deg) 98 °
RAAN (deg) 0 °, 5 °, 10 °, and 15 °
Eccentricity 0 (circular orbit) 

Argument of perigee (deg) 180 °, 185 °, 190 °, 195 °
Mean anomaly (deg) 0 °
Mean motion (rev/day) 14 .9162 rev/day 

Height (Km) 600 Km 
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in advance. Therefore, by combining this information with precise

communication models, a contact plan comprising all forthcoming

transmission opportunities (also known as contacts ) in the SSN sys-

tem can be obtained. Indeed, the provision of a contact plan to

each of the orbiting nodes allows distributed routing schemes such

as CGR to efficiently forward data towards its final destination [19] .

Besides the contact plan, traffic also becomes predictable in SSNs

as the generation and transmission of data acquisitions from space

are typically managed and scheduled by a centralized Mission Op-

erations and Control (MOC) center [20] . As a result, traffic informa-

tion might be used to support the design and optimization of the

contact plan improving the SSN data delivery time and resource

usage. 

In this work, we seek to investigate this performance improve-

ment by integrating traffic information into a mixed integer linear

programing (MILP) model named Traffic-Aware Contact Plan De-

sign (TACP) that optimizes the contact plan for SSN systems. Along

the paper, we characterize, analyze and evaluate the model and

compare it with existing schemes to finally discuss the challenges

and limitations of implementing TACP in an operative SSN system. 

This work is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce

the network model and the problem of contact plan optimization

and design. Next, in Section 3 we present and describe TACP model

parameters and formulation. Later, a case study is proposed and

used as a performance benchmark in Section 4 . Finally, we briefly

discuss relevant concepts and TACP limitations in Section 5 to later

draw conclusions and future work in Section 6 . 

2. System model 

2.1. Contact topology model 

In general, a contact stands for a forthcoming transmission op-

portunity and is defined by at least a start and end time and a

source and destination node pair. To determine these parameters,

communications subsystem attributes such as transmission power,

modulation, bit-error-rate, among others can be combined with or-

bital dynamics [21] such as position, range, and attitude (orienta-

tion of the spacecraft and antenna in the inertial system) of each

node. This procedure is essentially the same as those used in cur-

rent single-spacecraft missions to predict space-to-earth contacts,

but extended to embrace ISLs within the multiple nodes in the

SSN. As a result, the set of all feasible contacts for all nodes in the

system within a given time interval forms what we define a contact

topology . This contact topology will need further refinement be-

fore becoming the final contact plan to be provisioned to the SSN

system. 

For example, consider a SSN of 4 satellites with the orbital pa-

rameters listed in Table 1 , which are deliberately configured to

have one node ahead of the other on the trajectory vector (by a

5 ° perigee argument) with a slight variation of the right ascen-

sion of the ascending node (RAAN) angle. This scenario is of par-

ticular interest for Earth observation missions as sensors on board
he satellites are separated further apart with maximum distance

coverage) on populated areas while approaching each other in the

oles [22] . In these areas, contacts become feasible between adja-

ent spacecrafts producing a train-like formation with a node sep-

ration of 500 Km where two directive point-to-point antennas

placed in front and back of each satellite) can optimize the link

udget producing longer contacts. These communication opportu-

ities can be exploited to transfer and aggregate data between or-

iting nodes before its final download to a ground station. 

By using SGP-4 [21] (a well-known satellite propagator), com-

ined with a maximum communication range of 700 Km for ISL,

e obtain the time evolving contact topology shown in Fig. 1 .

lthough a single half-orbit of 56 min and 8 s is sufficient to

llustrate the scenario as satellites orbit through the North-Pole,

e consider a total time interval of 3 h and 30 min comprising

 full orbits to be later proposed as the case study for TACP in

ection 4.1 . The resulting time evolving topology is captured by

eans of graphs, whose vertices and edges symbolize DTN nodes

nd their feasible contacts respectively. Specifically, the topology is

iscretized by a set of k time intervals [ t k , t k +1 ] or division points.

ach state has a graph representing the communication opportu-

ities within its interval duration ( i k = t k − t k −1 : 1 ≤ k ≤ K). As a

esult, we encode the time evolution in two matrices T = { t k } and

 = { i k } of size K , representing each k state starting time and inter-

al duration respectively. 

Regarding contact modeling, for every start and end of a con-

act, there is a k a to k a +1 state evolution in the finite state ma-

hine. Indeed, a single contact can span multiple consecutive k

tates. Henceforth, an arc will represent the portion of a contact

uring a given k state. Also, each arc between node i and j at state

 is parameterized by a capacity value (traffic volume) encoded in

 k , i , j . Particularly, 7 states and 9 arcs are sufficient to describe the

rst half orbit of the contact topology with 3 contacts between 4

rbiting sensors. It is worth noting that the state k 4 represents the

rain-like formation over the pole ( N 1 to N 2 , N 2 to N 3 and N 3 to

 4 ) with a duration of 1458 s. However, the linear formation is ar-

anged and disarranged in incremental steps through states k 2 , k 3 ,

 5 and k 6 providing useful transmission opportunities between the

SN. 

.2. Contact plan design 

In general, SSN node resources are constrained due to weight,

ower, thermal and other physical limitations of spaceborne sys-

ems which can be translated to basic constraints of limited stor-

ge capacity and data rate. These constraints need to be taken into

onsideration at the planning stage in order to avoid memory ex-

austion or congestion in the traffic flow of the SSN. Furthermore,

nterference generated to and from other space assets needs to be

onsidered [23] as they might require the ban or reduction of con-

acts in the final contact plan [22] . 

Besides, the availability of communication resources such as an-

ennas and transponders in the platform need to be specially con-

idered in order to avoid scheduling conflicts once the contact plan

s implemented in the final SSN. In particular, a node may have po-

ential contacts with more than one node at a given time but be

onstrained to only make use of one of these opportunities due to

hese conflicting resources. Indeed, these constraints have previ-

usly been modeled and defined as concurrent resources constraints

n [22] and are of particular importance as they usually involve

olving a combinatorial problem before defining the final contact

lan. 

The simplest constraints are evidenced when a spacecraft an-

enna radiation pattern allows to reach two or more neighbors as

hown in Fig. 2 (a). In this case, multiple access schemes could just

utomatically negotiate the channel usage; however, given the low
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Fig. 1. Trajectory and contact topology model of the example SSN. 

Fig. 2. Satellite architecture with (a) multiple target nodes, (b) a power switch, (c) two transponders, and (d) a steerable antenna. 
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robability of occurrence of this scenario in a highly sparse envi-

onment like space, and the overhead imposed by traditional ne-

otiation procedures at ISL distances their implementation is dis-

ouraged for the general case [24] . Therefore, the more efficient

sage of point-to-point links requires the system operator to de-

ide which communication should be established in advance. 

Furthermore, when a satellite platform is expected to accom-

odate ISL links from different directions, more than one antenna

ight need to be placed in the structure. For example, consider

ig. 2 (b), where a power switch allows to select the transmit-

er antenna. In this case, only one contact can be established at

 given time even if more are feasible through each antenna in

he contact topology. A more complex architecture is shown in

ig. 2 (c) where two simultaneous contacts can be implemented

y two cooperative communications subsystems as long as the

ower supply can maintain both transponders active. However, if

he power budget only allows for a single transponder to be en-

bled, the single contact limitation remains as in Fig. 2 (b). Finally,

hen considering electronically or mechanically steerable antenna

echniques (i.e. beam-forming and gimbal-based antennas as in

ig. 2 (d)), one contact out of many might also need to be se-

ected. Henceforth, we embrace and model all this spacecraft re-

trictions under a maximum quantity of simultaneous communica-

ion links each node can implement at a given time. 
In general, constraints require a selection process among con-

icting contacts. To illustrate the latter, suppose that the SSN in

ig. 1 makes use of the architecture shown in Fig. 2 (b). Given that

he nodes in this example account for two antennas but a single

ransmitting resource (i.e. a single communication link per satel-

ite), a decision must be taken for N 2 and N 3 at k 3 , k 4 , and k 5 of

he contact topology. Indeed, two possible outcomes for the first

alf orbit are illustrated in Fig. 3 (a) and (b). If the first one is

hosen, the network will provide maximum overall (i.e. system-

evel) system contact time, while if the second one is selected a

ore fair and connected network will be obtained. Both solutions

an be implemented with the specified SSN architecture and re-

ources; however, they honor different selection criteria: overall

ystem throughput or link assignment fairness. 

As a result, only a given group of contacts contained in the con-

act topology list will be finally considered for implementation in

he final SSN during the specified time interval. In particular, this

esulting set is the contact plan . We refer to the process of deriving

he latter from the contact topology by the name of contact plan

esign (CPD) procedure. In other words, the CPD takes a contact

opology to finally deliver a contact plan that encodes all forth-

oming network transmission opportunities that complies with re-

ource restrictions and maximizes a given performance metric. In

eneral, the CPD derives in a non-trivial combinatorial problem
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Fig. 3. Two possible contact plans for the example SSN: (a) Maximum throughput and (b) Link fairness. 
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with exponentially increasing complexity that must be solved be-

fore defining and distributing the final contact plan to the SSN. 

Among existing CPD schemes, Fair Contact Plan (FCP) [25] is

probably the simplest one as it only exploits the topology infor-

mation to solve the design problem. FCP performs a fair assign-

ment of single-hop links among nodes along the time interval

while honoring resource constraints. In particular, starting from an

empty contact topology, FCP iterates through states enabling as

much contacts as possible prioritizing those with less occurrences

on previous states. However, since the simplicity of FCP ignores the

impact of each contact on system-level multi-hop routes, Route-

ware Cont act Plan (RACP) [26] scheme generally delivers better

connected contact plans. RACP achieves this by combining exist-

ing DTN routing algorithms with meta-heuristic exploration pro-

cedures to generate contact plans with low delivery-time routes.

We suggest the interested reader to refer to [25,26] for additional

details on these schemes. Most importantly, both FCP and RACP as-

sumes an unknown traffic matrix leaving room for further tuning

the resulting contact plan when the data generation can be pre-

dictable as in many SSNs systems. 

In this work, we enhance the efficiency of FCP and RACP

schemes by also considering the predictability of forthcoming traf-

fic. Indeed, planning ahead considering basic storage and transmis-

sion capacity combined with resources constrains to determine the

optimal flow of traffic can certainly result challenging for the av-

erage network operator. Therefore, in Section 3 we propose a MILP

model capable of automatically determine efficient contact plans

to support connectivity among resource constrained DTN nodes by

exploiting the traffic predictability of SSNs. 

3. Traffic-aware contact plan design 

As previously stated, the problem of CPD lies on selecting

among those contacts that satisfy the communication opportuni-

ties represented in the contact topology, fulfill resource constraints

discussed in Section 2.2 , and optimize the topology by a given cri-

terion. We also argued that in the particular case of Earth Obser-

vation SSN missions, network traffic is generally predictable as it

is generated by an operator demand (i.e. instrument or payload
cquisition) while the system topology can be predicted by com-

ining orbital dynamics and communication models. Under these

ssumptions, we propose traffic-aware contact plan (TACP): a MILP

ormulation of the CPD process for these scenarios. In general,

 MILP formulation stands for a restricted optimization problem

here some of its variables are restricted over the integers such as

hose required for combinatorial selections. Indeed, the output of

ACP is an optimal routing and forwarding assignment that mini-

izes overall delivery delay for the specified traffic while provid-

ng an optimal selection of communication resources. As we fur-

her explain in this section, an efficient contact plan can be directly

erived and implemented out of this optimal flow assignation by

nabling those contacts expected to carry data. 

.1. TACP parameters and variables 

Basically, the TACP formulation represents the topology as a

unction of time by using a finite state machine statement as il-

ustrated in Fig. 1 . Therefore, the MILP formulation assumes the

ime is discretized and encoded in T = { t k } and I = { i k } matrices

s explained in Section 2.1 . However, since the decision granular-

ty of the model is based on the arcs stored on each state, interval

ractionation might result convenient to increase TACP efficiency.

n particular, fractionation implies that any k i state can be deliber-

tely divided into two new states k i a and k i b (implying t i = t i a + t i b ).

or example, in the topology of Fig. 1 , k 4 with a total duration of

 4 = 1458 s could be conveniently splitted in 3 states of i 4 a = 500

, i 4 b = 500 s, and i 4 c = 458 s as we later propose in Section 4 . Al-

hough k i a and k i b still have the same associated graph than k i , a

PD procedure can take independent decisions on each of these 3

rcs. In the resulting contact plan, the latter phenomena might be

oticed as a contact shortening effect. In general, fractionation al-

ows for a finer design granularity which might improve contact

lan accuracy at the expense of computation complexity as we

ater discuss in Section 5 . 

In order to model the traffic flow in the network model, the

valuated contact topology needs to be expressed as a set of

rc capacities c k , i , j between node i and j for each k state as

llustrated in Fig. 1 . In other words, there is a c k , i , j for each state k
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Table 2 

TACP model parameters. 

Input coefficients 

N Nodes quantity 

K Topology states quantity 

T = { t k } State k initialization time (1 ≤ k ≤ K ) 

I = { i k } State k interval duration ( i k = t k − t k −1 : 1 ≤ k ≤ K) 

C = { c k,i, j } Capacity of i to j contact at state k 

(1 ≤ k ≤ K and 1 ≤ i , j ≤ N ) 

B = { b i } Node i buffer capacity (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) 

D = { d i, j 

k 
} Traffic from i to j originated at the beginning of k 

(1 ≤ k ≤ K and 1 ≤ i , j ≤ N ) 

P = { p i } Number of simultaneous links in node i (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) 

M Big “M” coefficient for link equations 

Output Variables 

{ X y,z 
k,i, j 

} Traffic from y to z at state k in i to j arc 

(1 ≤ i , j , y , z ≤ N ) 

{ B y,z 
k,i 

} Node i buffer occupancy at the end of k 

by traffic from y to z (1 ≤ i , y , z ≤ N ) 

{ Y k , i , j } Interface selection from i to j at state k 

(1 ≤ k ≤ K and 1 ≤ i , j ≤ N ) 

b  
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epresenting the traffic volume node i can transfer to j between

 t k −1 , t k ] . Therefore, every arc in the model has an associated data

apacity which combined with the state duration can then be

apped to the link data-rate ( c k,i, j = rate i,k ∗ (t k − t k −1 ) ) normally

sed in ION [16] contact plan format. In particular, we assume

 k,i, j = 0 implies no transmission (i.e. contact) is feasible between

 and j . As a result, the complete contact topology can be modeled

y a C k , i , j matrix of size K × N × N encompassing the existing

ontact opportunities for all N nodes and their corresponding

apacities discretized in K states. 

Since DTN implements a store-carry-and-forward scheme, the

verall system capacity is not only related to link transfer (as ex-

ressed in C ) but also to the storage capability of each interme-

iate node. Therefore, in addition to the contact capacity informa-

ion, the MILP statement assumes each vertex i has an associated

aximum buffer capacity of b i . Consequently, the effective buffer

sage for each i node at each k by a data sent from y to z is mod-

led in a set of B 
y,z 

k,i 
variables. Noticeably, the summation of all B 

y,z 

k,i 

or all y , z and k , should never exceed b i . Therefore, in addition to

ink capacity matrix C , a storage matrix B = { b i } of size N is taken

s input to properly characterize these basic restrictions discussed

n Section 2.2 . Due to their combinatorial nature, we will consider

onstraints in the formulation of TACP in Section 3.2 . 

The expected source flow demand is expressed as a traffic ma-

rix D (where D = { d i, j 

k 
} ) which is known in advance as previously

iscussed. In particular, such a traffic plan is formed by a set of

 

i, j 

k 
traffic volumes representing data to be generated at the be-

inning of state k (at time t k −1 ) at node i with j as final destina-

ion. It should be noticed that the MILP model as formulated al-

ows for multiple data generation points throughout the topology

ime, even for the same source and destination tuple ( i , j ) in differ-

nt states. When traffic generation is expected to happen within a

iven k , fractionation can be implemented to precisely model the

reation time of the flow. Finally, the units of C , B and D should all

epresent traffic volume and are typically bits, bytes, or packets if

heir size is constant. Also, if nodes data-rates are equal, traffic vol-

me can be directly mapped to time (channel access time) which

an also be used as unit. 

The resulting traffic flow is captured by means of X 
y,z 

k,i, j 
vari-

bles representing the transmission with source y and destination

 flowing through node i to j at state k . In general, the summa-

ion of these flows should never exceed the associated arc capacity

 k , i , j or provoke a buffer ( b i ) overflow in the receiving node i . Be-

ides, it is worth clarifying that since we are modeling LEO SSNs,

he stated model only accounts for disruptions, disregarding delays

n the network. This means that flow X 
y,z 

k,i, j 
is assumed to instantly

ropagate from node i to node j at the corresponding data rate

ate i,k = c k,i, j /i k . However, the model can easily be generalized to

ncorporate the delay phenomena typical of deep space systems by

ncluding a delay parameter in each contact as in [27] . 

Once the contact topology C , the buffer capacity B , and the traf-

c plan D are defined, the model should be capable of provid-

ng an optimal flow assignment to each of the X 
y,z 

k,i, j 
variables. At

his stage, the MILP model can be used as a centralized routing

cheme as further discussed in Section 4.1 . However, as previously

etailed in Section 2.2 , constraints need to be applied before cal-

ulating the final contact plan. In order to model this combinato-

ial resource constraints, we include another matrix P = { p i } whose

 i components encode the maximum quantity of communication

inks node i can simultaneously implement at a given time. Being

ble to choose more than one simultaneous link (i.e. two or more

imultaneous antennas) is an exclusive property of this TACP state-

ent since previous CPD procedures such as FCP [25] assumed the

nterface limitation was always p i = 1 ∀ i . In order to model the

ombinatorial nature of the interface selection, we include a set of
inary variables Y k , i , j which are meant to adopt a binary value of

 if the link is used and 0 otherwise. 

As a result, TACP variables and parameters can be used to

odel a selection of the required link in each node that can op-

imize the delivery of the input traffic matrix D through a contact

opology expressed in C with storages B while satisfying a link us-

ge constraint modeled in P . In consequence, we further describe

ACP formulation in Section 3.2 which is expected to deliver traffic

ows in X 
y,z 

k,i, j 
, the buffer allocation required to store the informa-

ion in B 
y,z 

k,i 
, and the optimal link selection in Y k , i , j . The coefficients

equired as input for the MILP formulation and the resulting vari-

bles are summarized in Table 2 . 

.2. TACP formulation 

We define as the overall goal of the TACP model to use the

inimal and earlier arcs to accommodate the flow detailed in D .

n other words, we designed TACP objective to minimize the deliv-

ry time given the coefficients, variables and constraints previously

efined in Section 3.1 . Therefore, the problem can be formally ex-

ressed as an extension to the well-known multi-commodity flow

roblem [28] in Eqs. (1) to (9) . 

inimize: 

K ∑ 

k =1 

N ∑ 

i =1 

N ∑ 

j=1 

N ∑ 

y =1 

N ∑ 

z=1 

w (t k ) ∗ X 

y,z 

k,i, j 
(1) 

ubject to: 

N ∑ 

j=1 

X 

y,z 

k, j,i 
−

N ∑ 

j=1 

X 

y,z 

k,i, j 
= B 

y,z 

k,i 
− (B 

y,z 

k −1 ,i 
+ d i,z 

k 
) ∀ k, i, y, z (2) 

B 

y,z 

k,i 
< = b i ∀ k, i, y, z (3) 

B 

y,z 
0 ,i 

= 0 ∀ i, y, z (4) 

N ∑ 

y =1 

N ∑ 

z=1 

X 

y,z 

k,i, j 
< = c k,i, j ∀ k, i, j (5) 

K ∑ 

k =1 

N ∑ 

j=1 

X 

y,z 

k,i, j 
= 

K ∑ 

k =1 

d i, j 

k 
∀ i = y, z (6) 

K ∑ 

k =1 

N ∑ 

i =1 

X 

y,z 

k,i, j 
= 

K ∑ 

k =1 

d i, j 

k 
∀ y, j = z (7) 
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Fig. 4. TACP w (t k ) coefficient in objective function. 
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f  
N ∑ 

j=1 

Y k,i, j < = p i ∀ i, k (8)

N ∑ 

j=1 

N ∑ 

y =1 

N ∑ 

z=1 

X 

y,z 

k,i, j 
< = M ∗ Y k,i, j ∀ i, k (9)

The objective function (1) aims at minimizing the sum of the

products of data units ( X 
y,z 

k,i, j 
) with the time associated to the k

state ( t k ) modified by a weighting function w (t k ) . The higher the

weighting, the more importance on the usage of earlier delivery

paths (no matter how many arcs); and the lower w (t k ) , the less

utilization of arcs throughout the topology. For example, consider

the simple scenario illustrated in Fig. 4 where a single flow of

d 4 , 1 
1 

= 10 is expected to be delivered from N 4 to N 1 with two fea-

sible paths: a) and b). If w (t k ) coefficient is used with w (t k ) = t k ,

the case b) minimizes the objective function to 300; however, al-

though an efficient solution in terms of arc quantity, it does not

provide the earliest delivery time possible. If delivery time is to be

strictly optimized, several arcs in k 1 and k 2 ought to be elected in-

stead of a single one in k 3 ; to achieve this effect, w (t k ) coefficients

might need to be further raised. For this example, we find that

a w (t k ) = k ∗ t 2 
k 

is enough to guarantee an earliest delivery time,

being 17 , 0 0 0 and 27 , 0 0 0 the result of the objective function for

Fig. 4 (a) and (b) respectively. It is worth emphasizing that t 2 
k 

is a

coefficient and not a variable operation; therefore, the model re-

mains linear. Also, as noticed, the value of the w (t k ) coefficient

might increase drastically and must be properly bounded in order

to avoid overflows in existing MILP solver implementations. How-

ever, and since we will focus our analysis on networks with unique

paths to the traffic destination, we leave the determination of a

general formulation of w (t k ) as further work. To summarize, the

TACP MILP model as stated has a mixed yet customizable objec-

tive of optimizing the delivery time of the maximum traffic volume

while minimizing the contact usage. 

Among the constraints, Eq. (2) maps the flow imbalance in each

node i to its buffer variation for all states and each ( y , z ) flow.

Moreover, d i,z 
k 

is included in the imbalance modeling the sponta-

neous generation of traffic in i with destination z . Therefore, d i,z 
k 

is either transmitted (increasing X 
y,z 

k,i, j 
) or stored in the local buffer

(increasing B 
y,z 

k,i 
). Eqs. (3) and (4) impose an upper bound b i and

an initial empty condition B 
y,z 
0 ,i 

= 0 for each node i and y , z flow

respectively. For upcoming states k > 0, buffer occupation will be

able to increase both by the generation of d i,z 
k 

> 0 or the recep-

tion of flows from other nodes X 
y,z 

k, j,i 
and decrease by the transmis-
ion of them. The maximum capacity for each arc is enforced in

5) . In particular, if all nodes transmit with the same data-rate, all

rcs spanning a given contact will have the same c k , i , j value. Next,

ll source (node i is the traffic source y ) and sink (node j is the

raffic destination z ) outflow and inflow imbalance is generated by

6) and (7) respectively. In other words, these equations force the

ransmitting node to effectively send all generated data and the

eceiver node to sink it. Also, Eq. (2) avoids to send a given d i,z 
k 

efore the specific k were it is supposed to be generated. As a re-

ult, Eqs. (2) to (7) model the contact topology and buffer capacity

imitations and enforce traffic transmission and reception. 

Furthermore, Eqs. (8) and (9) models constraints by limiting the

aximum quantity of simultaneous links to use in a given node i .

n particular, Eq. (8) verifies that the summation of the binary vari-

bles Y k , i , j meets the p i bound. On the other hand, Eq. (9) binds

he link selection with the activation of the X 
y,z 

k, j,i 
commodities that

ows through it. Therefore, if a link is not elected, the correspond-

ng forward and return traffic in the associated arc should be 0. To

his end, we use an existing LP modeling strategy known as “big-

” [29] as we describe next. When a given link is enabled, a suf-

ciently big coefficient M multiplies the binary variable Y k , i , j so

s to permit the left part of the Eq. (9) to rise without limitations.

ince this part of the equation includes the flows associated to that

pecific contact, this means they are allowed to course data. On the

ther hand, when a link is disabled, M ∗ Y k,i, j = 0 , forcing all X 
y,z 

k, j,i 

ows on the other side of the equation to be 0, implying no traffic

an be sent on the disabled contact. To achieve this behavior, the

 coefficient must be bigger than the summation of all the possi-

le traffic flowing through that link (i.e. M > c k , i , j ). Even though

q. (9) allows the model to include a valid mean to select a given

ink quantity, the ”big-M” approach is known to provoke numerical

nstability problems specially for M >> 

∑ 

X 
y,z 

k, j,i 
[29] . Therefore, M

hould be carefully chosen to satisfy the requirement of the equa-

ion while remaining as small as possible. 

Besides, as stated in Eqs. (1) to (9) , TACP supports link limita-

ions p i > 1 implying that a given node i can have simultaneous

ontacts becoming an intermediate node between a seamless data

ow between two or more neighbors at a given k state. For in-

tance, if two neighbors A and C have overlapping contacts with an

ntermediate node B , its buffer B 
y,z 

k,B 
will not be affected by this par-

icular transaction as the output flow X 
y,z 

k,B,C 
will compensate input

ow X 
y,z 

k,A,B 
. Therefore, TACP is designed to support CPD with con-

act overlapping in a single node when spacecraft resources permit.

At this stage, TACP model is able to efficiently combine the in-

ormation of the predictable topology and the planned traffic of
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Fig. 5. Resulting traffic flow in unconstrained contact topology for ρ = 1 . 
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he SSN to provide an efficient flow assignation considering the

PD constraints. Indeed, this assignment expressed in flow vari-

bles can be directly mapped to corresponding contacts of the fi-

al contact plan. In particular, the summation 

∑ 

X 
y,z 

k,i, j 
∀ y, z cor-

esponds with the total allocated capacity of the arc between i

nd j , within the t k and t k +1 time frame. Indeed, a summation of

 implies that the k , i , j arc is either nonexistent in the contact

opology, or that it is not coursing traffic after applying TACP. Fi-

ally, subsequent arcs between t k and t k + n can be concatenated

nto a single contact to be finally added to the resulting contact

lan suitable of being provisioned to the orbiting SSN. In the fol-

owing section we analyze TACP performance in a particular case

tudy to later discuss computing complexity and applicability con-

iderations in operative SSNs in Section 5 . 

. Performance analysis 

In this Section we use the example SSN presented in

ection 3 to evaluate and compare TACP performance with exist-

ng CPD procedures such as FCP [25] and RACP [26] overviewed in

ection 2.2 . We also include the plain contact topology (henceforth

eferred to as CT) in the comparison to illustrate how the resource

estriction impacts in the final traffic flow performance. 

.1. Case study overview 

A total of 25 states is used to represent the SSN topology within

he time interval which includes 4 over the pole communication

pportunities. However, as previously explained in Section 3 , in or-

er to allow finer granularity and accuracy in the CPD, the topol-

gy states with arcs longer than 500 s ( i k > 500) are further parti-

ioned into sub-states. In this particular topology, the fractionation

ffect is illustrated in the lower part of Fig. 5 where state k 4 is de-

iberately subdivided in k 4 a , k 4 b , and k 4 c of i 4 a = 500 s, i 4 b = 500 s,

nd i 4 c = 458 s . Indeed, k 10 , k 16 k 22 has the same arc duration than

 4 and are therefore also fractionated. We will further discuss and

eneralize the fractionation criterion in Section 5 . 

In order to compare the stated CPD procedures, we need to

efine a traffic forwarding scheme to route data-flows in the re-
ulting contact plan. To this end, we reuse the routing capability

f the multi-commodity flow formulation previously explained in

ection 3 . In particular, an optimal flow assignation can be ob-

ained by feeding the obtained contact plan to the MILP model

onsidering only the restrictions of Eqs. (2) to (7) while disregard-

ng Eqs. (8) and (9) . The interested read can refer to [27] for further

etails on this MILP-based routing scheme. In addition, the result-

ng routing scheme assumes no propagation delay properly mim-

cking LEO SSNs. As we further discuss in Section 5 , this routing

ecisions are optimal and based on a global view of the network

hich might differ from a distributed scenario where forwarding

ecisions are based on each node’s local view of the topology such

s CGR [14] . 

In order to mimic typical Earth observation instrumentation ac-

uisitions in the Equator area, we configure the SSN to equitably

enerate downlink traffic in all N 2 , N 3 and N 4 nodes at the be-

inning of the topology ( k 1 ). Next, the traffic can flow towards N 1 

ho is expected to later deliver the data by means of a space-to-

arth high speed downlink transponder. On board communication

ystems are constrained to up to one inter-satellite link per node

onfigured with a 1 Mb / s full-duplex throughput within a maxi-

um range of 700 Km. For sake of simplicity, transmitted packet

izes are set to 1 Mbit or 125 KByte which at 1 Mb / s occupies the

hannel for 1 s . It is worth noting that since the topology is based

n the combination of orbital dynamic and communications mod-

ls between two nodes, the contacts are considered feasible when

nough link margin guarantees an error-free transmission (in this

xample a range of 700 Km). Therefore, the overhead imposed by

etransmission schemes or any collision-based shared medium ac-

ess technique can be disregarded in the general case. Nonetheless,

n Section 5.1 we consider adding margins that might accommo-

ate these marginal scenarios at the CPD stage. 

In this scenario, we study the saturation flow for the CT con-

act plan where the optimal flow assignation allows the successful

elivery of the three source flows of 540 packets from N 2 , N 3 and

 4 to N 1 as shown in Fig. 5 . In addition, buffer capacities b i are

onfigured to accommodate this traffic without overruns for all

 nodes, leaving storage analysis as further work. Within Fig. 5 ,

ach traffic flow from node N to node N is measured in packets
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Table 3 

Case study TACP model parameters. 

Input coefficients 

N 4 nodes 

K 25 states 

T = { t k } {0, 446, 527, 608, 1108, 1608, 2066, 2147, 2228, ...} s 

I = { i k } {446, 81, 81, 500, 500, 458, 81, 81, 1140, ...} s 

C = { c k,i, j } c k,i, j = i k × 1 Mb/s ∀ k, i, j

B = { b i } b i = 3 × 540 Mbit ∀ i 
D = { d i, j 

k 
} d 2 , 1 

0 
= d 3 , 1 

0 
= d 3 , 1 

0 
= 54 ... 540 Mbit 

P = { p i } p i = 1 ∀ i 
M 50 0 0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Case Study (a) delivery time and (b) system contact time for varying ρ . 
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(equivalent to seconds in this particular case) and measured by

parameter tf A , B . It should be noticed that no further data can flow

to N 1 in this orbit as the contact spanning k 4 to k 6 has a duration

of 1620 s which is the limit to accommodate 540 × 3 = 1620

source packets of 1 s duration each. Therefore, although other

contacts such as N 4 to N 3 ( k 4 b and k 4 c ) and N 3 to N 2 ( k 4 c and

k 5 ) remains underutilized, this flow configuration represents the

network saturation for a single orbit of the proposed SSN and

is selected as the maximum evaluation traffic. However, such a

performance is only achievable when link restrictions are ignored

since N 2 and N 3 are simultaneously transmitting and receiving

data at k 3 , k 4 a , and k 4 b . If the interface restriction is applied,

the final delivery time must be postponed until further contacts

become available in the upcoming orbits. Therefore, in the present

analysis we vary the traffic load from ρ = 1 (540 Mbit , 67.5 MByte or

540 packets per node) down to ρ = 0 . 1 (54 Mbit , 6.75 MByte or 54

packets per node). All TACP model parameters for this particular

case study are summarized in Table 3 . 

In order to compare the different strategies, it is necessary to

measure and understand how efficiently the delivery of the traffic

is, which is determined by the CPD procedure efficiency. To mea-

sure this efficiency, we define and monitor (a) the payload data de-

livery time and (b) the overall system contact time . The former met-

ric stands for the time within the time interval at which all traffic

generated in the SSN system is delivered to the final destination. In

our particular case study, it is the time when all d 2 , 1 
0 

, d 3 , 1 
0 

, and d 3 , 1
0 

flows reaches N 1 (i.e., all packets delivered). On the other hand,

the system contact time measures the overall contact utilization

of all nodes during this time frame. Specifically, since the system

contact time is the summation of the time the transponders are

enabled in the SSN, it can be used as a direct measure of resource

usage in terms of power consumption within the time interval. In-

deed, both metrics are expressed in time units and the lower their

value, the more efficient the CPD procedure. As further discussed

in Section 5 , the final utilization of contacts and resources in a

SSN will also depend on the routing and forwarding scheme im-

plemented on the nodes which is assumed optimal in our analysis.

Finally, we configure RACP meta-heristic iterations to 10 0 0 0

with a maximum temperature of 10 0 0 0 and an all-to-all multi-hop

delay improvement criteria. These values are provided as configu-

ration reference for the reader interested in replicating this com-

parison: please refer to [26] for a complete description of RACP

parameters. Also, we set w (t k ) = t k in the TACP model but it has

no relevance in the resulting contact plan since there is only a sin-

gle feasible path to N 1 ( N 4 to N 3 to N 2 to N 1 ). We leave the anal-

ysis of different w (t k ) coefficients for further work encompassing

multi-path scenarios. In addition, the TACP model summarized in

Table 3 has been implemented and solved using GLPK v4.56 [30] ,

a free Linux-based MILP solver which is able to provide optimal

solutions in less than a minute when executed on a Intel i-5 pro-

cessor with 4 GB of RAM. Finally, the results of this configurations

are summarized and reviewed in Section 4.2 . 
.2. Case study results 

The delivery time , and system contact time metrics obtained with

 varying network load (0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1) for the unconstrained con-

act topology (CT) and each CPD scheme (TACP, RACP, and FCP) are

lotted in Fig. 6 (a) and (b) respectively. In particular, the delivery

ime curve in Fig. 6 (a) also highlights the 4 contact opportunity

indows over the pole of the SSN case study. Therefore, all deliv-

ries to N 1 fall within the duration of these connectivity intervals.

ndeed, if the delivery could not be completed in a given over-the-

ole fly-over, it continues in the next one and so forth until the

raffic to N 1 is completely evacuated. 

The delivery time of the CT in Fig. 6 (a) increases up to 2228 s

or ρ = 1 , which is precisely the time when state k 6 and the first

rbital period ends ( Fig. 5 ). On the system contact time, the CT

lan evidences an increase of this metric each time the traffic flow

equires a new state for forwarding the data. It is worth clarifying

hat this metric only considers all enabled arcs until the delivery of

raffic in the SSN is complete. For example, for ρ = 0 . 3 the delivery

s completed at 1094 s which is within k 4 , while for ρ = 0 . 35 it is

175 s which correspond to state k 5 . In this evolution of ρ , a new

rc is required to accommodate the flow and therefore, since the

T has not only N 2 to N 1 link enabled but all others arcs ( N 4 to N 3

nd N 3 to N 2 ), the overall system contact time increases drastically.

n general, routing data using the contact topology always provide

he best delivery time as it accounts for all the network contacts

nd resources. However, the latter implies that several arcs might

emain underutilized increasing the system contact time. 
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Fig. 7. TACP contact plan for ρ = 1 . 
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When considering TACP model, the overall system contact time

s optimized as every enabled arc in the final contact plan is used

y the flowing traffic (retransmissions due to channel errors are

isregarded). Indeed, all remaining arcs are disabled and none of

hem remains underutilized. This allows TACP to be the most ef-

ective scheme in terms of system resource usage; however, as dis-

ussed in Section 5 , it might require the inclusion of error margins

n case of traffic planning discrepancies. Regarding delivery time

 Fig. 6 (a)), TACP is not able to provide the CT performance due

o resource restrictions. This is because CT exploits simultaneous

nterface usage as illustrated in Fig. 5 , while TACP, RACP and FCP

re configured not to use more than one arc in any node within

 given state. Among these resource-aware CPD mechanisms, TACP

rovides the best delivery time for all ρ . In particular, the optimal

PD for ρ = 1 is illustrated in Fig. 7 for which the TACP contact

lan provides a delivery time of 4488 s in state k 10 b (2nd half-orbit

eriod). It is interesting to note in this figure that no node uses

ore than one arc at all times, and that given this condition, the

ILP formulation guarantees this is the optimal solution in terms

f delivery time. 

TACP is closely followed by RACP in terms of CPD performance.

ince RACP implements heuristic algorithms to explore the feasi-

le contact topology solution space while evaluating multi-path

etrics, it can probabilistically find very suitable contact plans.

n fact, RACP performs better than expected by providing contact

lans with delivery time as low as TACP for certain ρ but without

he need of exploiting traffic volume predictability. However, since

ACP does not incorporate information on the network traffic, it

nables arcs with the aim of favoring an all-to-all multi-path flow.

onsequently, the RACP contact plan evidences several underuti-

ized arcs which makes the system contact time metric consider-

bly higher than TACP. 

Finally, we analyze FCP, the simplest CPD mechanism in terms

f network information but probably the most efficient in terms

f computation complexity. Because of the usage of the Blossom

lgorithm [31] , FCP procedure certainly outperforms the process-

ng time RACP and TACP requires to design a contact plan. How-

ver, since FCP only evaluates single-hop contacts in order to max-

mize a fairness metric [25] , the resulting contact plan provides no

v  
articular benefit to the specificity of the traffic flow. As a con-

equence, FCP-designed contact plan requires significantly longer

ime to deliver the traffic completing its delivery in the 4th half-

rbit of the example SSN topology. Such a late delivery has a se-

ere impact on the amount of system resources required until the

ow reaches its final destination ( N 1 ). 

To summarize the case study, TACP outperformed the most ef-

cient CPD scheme (RACP) by 42% in terms of system resource

sage while also improved the delivery time by a 10% for ρ = 1 .

his performance improvement might become more significant for

arger topologies where a bad contact selection can derive in se-

ere system-wide traffic delays; however, we leave the analysis of

ore complex escenarios as further work. Last but not least, this

mprovement comes at a cost in terms of computation complexity,

nd lack of flexibility in TACP respect to previous CPD procedures.

n Section 5 we review these limitations and also discuss general

ecommendations for the implementation of TACP in operative SSN

ystems. 

. Discussion 

.1. TACP considerations and limitations 

TACP complexity: The proposed TACP model is the most complex

PD scheme to the best of our knowledge at the time of writing. It

odels all relevant variables of the CPD process ranging from con-

acts, capacity, storage, resource constraints, traffic, routing, among

thers to deliver optimal contact plans for small-sized SSN systems

s shown throughout this work. However, this comes at a com-

lexity cost where matrices of N × N × K elements impose severe

caling limitations specially when considering networks with sev-

ral orbiting nodes, various traffic sources, long time intervals, or

ne state fractionation. Therefore, the authors are currently work-

ng and experimenting on algorithmic and sub-optimal heuristic

lternatives to solve the CPD process with traffic consideration for

hese complex scenarios. To this end, the presented TACP model is

laying an important role as a CPD performance bound to evaluate

hese emerging developments. 

TACP inflexibility: As shown in Section 4 , TACP scheme pro-

ides the best contact plans in term of delivery delay and system
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Fig. 8. TACP Contact Plan Delivery time for ρ = 1 and varying fractionation. 
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contact time. However, this is achieved by exploiting both topology

and traffic information which are assumed to be complete and

accurate enough. If further unplanned traffic is to be generated, or

retransmission schemes make unpredictable usage of the capacity,

the consequences could be severe as the exceeding information in

the network might utilize the resources originally reserved to al-

locate the predicted traffic. This effect is less probable when using

traffic-agnostic techniques such as RACP and FCP as they generally

enable several arcs throughout the time interval allowing for a

reallocation of the traffic. As a way to mitigate this phenomenon

we discuss two possible approaches: 

1. Including traffic safe-guard margins: This can be achieved by

reserving certain data volume in d 
i, j 

k 
parameters by a factor

that represents the expected overhead. Indeed, these margins

would depend on each particular scenario and their estima-

tion should be made carefully and kept at minimum; other-

wise, TACP performance degradation might result comparable

with RACP scheme. Actually, when the unpredictable traffic be-

comes comparable to the predictable one, further studies would

be required to determine the better scheme between RACP and

TACP. Since the latter is considered a mixed traffic scenario, we

leave their analysis as future work. 

2. Enabling idle contacts: As previously stated, TACP only enables

the contacts required to course the scheduled traffic in D . For

instance, Fig. 7 shows that several communication resources re-

main unused in states k 10 a , k 10 b , k 10 c and so forth. As a result,

the operator might decide to enable them as a backup mecha-

nism for unexpected traffic. The mechanism to execute this sec-

ondary decision can be based on RACP, but further exploration

of these hybrid approaches towards CPD is required and there-

fore, also left as further work. 

TACP topology granularity: As previously stated and described

in Section 3 , the fractionation of a state k a in shorter states k a 1 
and k a 2 allows the CPD schemes to account for a finer granular-

ity in their arc assignments which in turn enable more efficient

contact plans. Fig. 8 illustrates the delivery time metric for TACP

with ρ = 1 for a varying fractionation parameter. In the example

of Section 4 , we found that a fractionation of states larger than

500 provided a metric of 4488 s allowing for a balanced parameter

in terms of CPD optimality and model complexity. As expected, for

longer states, the model loses accuracy deriving in lower quality

contact plans. However, as the fractionation granularity gets finer,

the model becomes more complex requiring an exponentially in-

creasing computing power to solve it in reasonable time. Further-

more, a highly partitioned plan might evidence performance issues

due to the increase of communications changes and interruptions
aking the system more sensitive to synchronism offset between

SN nodes. Therefore, the fractionation parameter is certainly de-

endent on the specific TACP scenario which must seek for a bal-

nce between model complexity and CPD accuracy. 

.2. General CPD considerations 

Contact plan computation element: It should be noticed that even

hough the proposed SSN scenario is composed of a rather limited

umber of nodes (4) and a short time interval (3 h 30 min), the

nalysis required to understand and validate a given contact can be

onsiderable, especially for highly fractionated topologies. Further-

ore, and in general, several CPD methodologies might be com-

ined to design a contact plan for a specific SSN. For instance, an

perator might have a combination of predictable traffic and spo-

adic unknown telemetry for which TACP can be used as a primary

esource allocator while using RACP as a secondary design scheme

or the remaining of the topology resources. Indeed, the overall

omplexity of these procedures might result challenging for the

verage network operator. Therefore, we envision a contact plan

omputation element (CPCE) which can assist or even automate

he design of CPs for future spaceborne SSNs. A CPCE shall be ca-

able of determining suitable CPs to support connectivity among

odes and data transfers through the network and would typically

e part of the MOC center. Specifically, a CPCE would have to be

xecuted in a periodic basis in order to later distribute and update

he designed contact plan to the SSN as discussed below. 

Contact plan distribution: Once the CPD is completed, the prob-

em of contact plan distribution needs to be solved in order to al-

ow nodes to finally use it as topological information. Even though

edicated effort to the proper and efficient design of contact plans

or SSNs, there is further work necessary regarding the means by

hich the designed contact plans can safely reach each of the or-

iting nodes through the same network. It is worth clarifying that

hese CPs are a key resource for each satellite to take routing and

orwarding decisions by using contact-graph based schemes such

s CGR [32] . There are previous works on the development of pro-

ocols to this end such as Contact Plan Update Protocol (CPUP)

33] that allows to distribute CPs in-band via Bundle Protocol.

evertheless, the specific procedure of network bring-up during

he commissioning phase remains an implementation and mission-

pecific issue. 

Contact plan routing: A last but not least important consid-

ration to be discussed is the routing scheme the final orbiting

odes will use to route and forward data. As previously stated

n Section 4.1 , the traffic model used in the case study to eval-

ate the designed contact plans is a MILP formulation of the

ulti-commodity flow problem that provides optimal flow assig-

ations. However, SSN nodes routers are generally based on sub-

ptimal distributed routing schemes such as CGR [32] . Since this

ype of routing schemes uses only the topology information im-

rinted in the contact plan (e.g., disregarding remote traffic sched-

les), the resulting traffic flows might differ from those calcu-

ated by the MILP models generating unwanted congestion prob-

ems [34] . Although several CGR improvements such as [34–37] has

een proposed to mitigate congestion, their behavior still can differ

rom the optimal assignation assumed in MILP-based CPD such as

ACP. Indeed, since any discrepancies might result in traffic flowing

hrough different contacts than those considered on the planning

tage, they must be assessed to avoid dissipating the optimization

btained in the CPD procedure. At the time of writing, authors are

upporting this assessment with detailed system simulations that

alidates that the sub-optimal algorithm behaves properly on the

esulting contact plan. 
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. Conclusion 

Since outer space missions have to perform in a hardly acces-

ible and extremely harsh environment, they become particularly

xpensive and limited in terms of lifetime. Therefore, we sought

he improvement of the data delivery time and resource usage of

arth observation missions based on distributed sensor networks.

ince Internet-based protocols fail to perform in this context, DTN

tore-carry-and-forward approach provides an appealing alterna-

ive. Among the challenges to effectively implement DTNs in space,

e provided a thorough analysis of the problem and challenges of

he contact plan design. 

As a result, we investigated specific modeling techniques and

ontributed with TACP as a general, unique and novel CPD mecha-

ism. Particularly, TACP takes advantage of the forthcoming traffic

nd topology information typically available in Earth observation

SNs to optimize the design of their contact plans. Finally, by de-

igning the contact plan for an appealing LEO SSN topology, we

emonstrated TACP outperforms existing CPD schemes by up to

2% in terms of system resource usage and up to 10% of delivery

ime. 

Nonetheless, we detected that TACP complexity requires alter-

ative computational strategies in order to deliver efficient contact

lans for large-sized SSN systems. As a result, we leave as further

ork the research and assessment of algorithmic and sub-optimal

euristic techniques to execute the CPD process in these complex

cenarios. 
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